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What’s in a word?

Along with learning mental and
written strategies for solving
multiplication calculations, your
child will also develop their
understanding of the language
associated with multiplication.
Their knowledge of these terms
will build year on year and will
include by Year 6 words such
as:

X lots of, groups of, times,
multiply, multiplication,
multiplied by, multiple of, product
once, twice, three times… ten
times…
times as (big, long, wide… and so
on)
repeated addition, double,
Array
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Multiplication
and your childA guide to
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Year 3

Multiplication at
Ocker Hill Academy
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After practicing
repeated additions using
larger numbers the
children will record
their work linking
addition to
multiplication:
3+3+3+3+3+3+3+3=24
8 lots of 3 = 24
8 x 3 =24

They will display
multiplication facts in
patterns (arrays)

The academy has an agreed method for multiplication that your
child will work with. This will help
initially, before progressing on to

5 x 3 =15

numbers

10 x 4 = 40

The children will be
Introduced to the
Standard Written
Method alongside this
(Short multiplication
of TU x U)
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(Split up the bottom
number and set it out
like this)
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220 x 40 = 8800

They will refine
this to approximate
decimal values
(roundest to the
nearest whole)
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The children will then
refine this to become:
72

stage,

context of money and measures.

217 x 37

The children will
extend their use of the
Standard Written
Method to become
(Long multiplication
TU x TU)

The children will then
refine this to become:
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4 x 4=16

40+16 = 56
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values

70 x 40 = 2800
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and, towards the end of the key
decimal

& 4 x 4=

3 x 5 =15
And 5 groups of 3 = 15

complex
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72 x 38
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them to calculate small amounts
increasingly

10 x 4 =

Year 6
The children will
develop the
strategy of
approximating
with larger
numbers
(approximating is
multiplying the
nearest ten of each
number together)

The children will be
introduced to the
strategy of
approximating
(multiplying the
nearest ten of each
number together)

Can be split into

+3 +3

their

knowledge to real life problems.

The children will find
larger multiples of a
single digit by
splitting the larger
multiple into known
multiplication facts
14 x 4 =

teachers and support staff will
them

Year 5

Year 4

The children develop
their understanding of
multiplication as being
repeated addition on a
number line

x38

The children will
then develop their
use of the Standard
Written Method
(Short
multiplication of
U.th x U) to be able
to multiply decimal
values.
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And multiply simple
decimals
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